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Poliovirus strain characterization:
a WHO Memorandum*

Reliable laboratory techniquesfor the intratypic characterization ofpoliovirus types 1,
2, and 3 isolates have an important role in the epidemiological surveillance ofpoliomyelitis
and in studies of the safety and efficacy ofpoliovirus vaccines. Of the techniques available
for poliovirus strain characterization, those potentially most useful are intratypic
serodifferentiation and the biochemical techniques. The value ofstrain-specific (absorbed)
antisera for antigenic characterization of strains has been clearly established for the
identification ofboth vaccine-like viruses and different epidemic wild strains. Single-radial-
diffusion techniques appear to be promising and should befurther explored. Biochemical
techniques involving studies ofboth viruspolypeptides and nucleic acids are also capable of
providing valuable informationfor strain characterization. Biological andphysico-chemical
tests are generally of limited value but their application may be useful in certain
circumstances.

Intratypic differences occur among field isolates of
poliovirus in respect of their biological, antigenic,
physico-chemical, and biochemical characteristics.
The ability to recognize these differences reliably by
laboratory tests and to establish their significance in
determining genetic relationships between strains is of
considerable importance to epidemiological surveil-
lance of poliomyelitis and studies of the safety and
efficacy of live poliomyelitis vaccines. Of particular
importance are techniques for the genetic identifi-
cation of field isolates as being of vaccine or non-
vaccine origin. It is also desirable that relationships
between the laboratory characteristics of poliovirus
strains and their virulence and epidemiological
behaviour be established. The surveillance of polio-
virus strains in the environment is of increasing
concern in developed countries where recycling of
water is contemplated (14).

In 1970, WHO initiated an enquiry into the inci-
dence of acute persistent spinal paralysis temporally

* This Memorandum was drafted by the signatories listed on page
729 on the occasion of an informal meeting held in London in
September 1979. Requests for reprints should be addressed to: Chief,
Virus Diseases, World Health Organization, 1211 Geneva 27,
Switzerland. A French translation will appear in a future edition ofthe
Bulletin.

associated with the administration of live poliomye-
litis vaccines in several countries (1). This enquiry was
extended to include investigation of representative
collections of poliovirus strains isolated from such
vaccine-associated illnesses, and also strains isolated
before the use of live poliomyelitis vaccines. Several
laboratories collaborated in this study using a range of
techniques (16). The aims of the study were to obtain
information on:

(a) the comparability of the results obtained in
different laboratories using the same techniques for
testing the rct, antigenic, and elution markers of
polioviruses;

(b) the reliability of these differentiation tech-
niques for distinguishing strains of vaccine origin
from those of natural origin; and

(c) the overall usefulness of the results in respect
of the WHO enquiry.

In recent years, biochemical techniques have been
used for the characterization of polioviruses. These
include the analysis of virus polypeptides by electro-
phoresis in polyacrylamide gels and studies of virus
nucleic acid by oligonucleotide-mapping techniques.
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Additional potentially useful techniques are under
development (e.g., radial diffusion zone-
enhancement).

This Memorandum gives the conclusions and
recommendations of a meeting held under the aus-
pices of WHO to review information on the relative
value of the available techniques for strain charac-
terization and, based on this, to consider the need for
collaborative studies aimed at the further devel-
opment and practical application of methods for
poliovirus strain differentiation.

BIOLOGICAL TESTS

Of the biological tests used in the past for poliovirus
characterization (7), the tests for the reproductive
capacity at elevated temperatures (39.5 °C, 39.9 °C;
rct marker) and various plaquing tests (e.g., d marker)
have been most widely used.
These tests, although useful in some circumstances,

have given somewhat variable results from laboratory
to laboratory. In addition, because of considerable
variability in the behaviour of naturally occurring
strains of polioviruses of all three types, these tests are
of limited value for identification of field isolates as
being vaccine-derived or "wild" strains. Thus the rct
and d marker tests are not recommended for routine
use in the characterization of field strains of polio-
virus. Nevertheless, these tests are useful in the
evaluation and control of live attenuated poliomyelitis
vaccine lots in comparison with established reference
strains and seed viruses. Neurovirulence tests in
monkeys are of value in assessing the pathogenic
potential of polioviruses for man but are imprac-
ticable for the routine evaluation of field isolates.

ANTIGENIC CHARACTERIZATION

The McBride (5), Wecker (13), and modified
Wecker tests (6) involve the use of virus neutralization
techniques to distinguish strains as being vaccine-like
or "wild" on the basis of fine intratypic antigenic
differences. These tests provide potentially useful
information that is generally reproducible from
laboratory to laboratory when appropriately selected
immune sera and control viruses are used. However,
caution is needed in the interpretation of data arising
from these methods. Strains of poliovirus types 1 and
2 that are antigenically vaccine-like have been con-
sidered to be probably of vaccine origin since such
strains were isolated infrequently before the intro-
duction of live (Sabin) vaccine. In contrast, some 27%
of naturally occurring poliovirus type 3 strains

isolated prior to the introduction of live vaccine have
been classified as vaccine-like by the modified Wecker
test.

The most discriminating method available at
present for the antigenic differentiation of strains is
the use of absorbed strain--specific sera in virus
neutralization or immuno-double-diffusion tests or
enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) (3, 8,
9, 12). Since the micro-neutralization test is simple to
perform it is regarded as the method of choice,
although for the examination of large numbers of
strains ELISA is more convenient. This test has been
found effective and reliable in differentiating Sabin
vaccine strains of poliovirus from wild strains and for
distinguishing between antigenically variant wild
strains within a type. The most critical aspect of the
test was the appropriate absorption of the antisera
with one or more heterologous (but homotypic)
poliovirus strains.

Experience has been gained with a new technique,
autoradiographic zone-enhancement, employing
single-radial-diffusion immunoplates containing anti-
sera to poliovirus antigens and based on methods that
have been found of value for influenza haemag-
glutinin assays (15). It was observed that the zone of
diffusion of radioactively-labelled poliovirus, as
detected by autoradiography of the immunoplates,
was enhanced if unlabelled homologous poliovirus
was added to the labelled marker virus in the wells.
However, if a heterologous unlabelled strain of the
same poliovirus type was added to the well with the
labelled virus, the enhancement of the autoradio-
graphic zone size did not take place (G.C. Schild,
unpublished results, 1980). This procedure appears to
be of promise for strain differentiation but is as yet in
an early stage of development.

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL TESTS

The possibility of differentiating polioviruses of the
same type by means of chromatography was first
demonstrated by Hodes et al. (4). Significant progress
was made in this field based on the work of Thomssen
& Mayer (10, 11) using aluminium hydroxide gel for
chromatography. Considering the published results, it
seems that minor differences in technique between
laboratories may markedly affect the elution charac-
teristics of the strains under study, making
comparisons of results obtained in different labora-
tories difficult. Nevertheless, laboratories can obtain
consistent results internally and thus derive useful
data for the characterization of types 1 and 3
poliovirus isolates, particularly if other reliable
marker tests are used in addition.
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BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES

Biochemical methods for poliovirus strain
characterization have been developed in several
laboratories. While the studies are still at an early
stage, two methods are of particular interest: the
preparation of oligonucleotide maps from the RNA of
the virus, and the examination by polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis of the polypeptides found in cells after
infection. Oligonucleotide maps are very sensitive
indicators of the relationships between strains.
Certain strains that appear to be identical by sero-
logical methods have been shown to be closely related
but distinct by this method, and strains known to be
unrelated have given totally distinctive maps.
The polypeptides produced by infection of a cell

have been shown to be characteristic of a virus strain.
This method is less sensitive than the preparation of
oligonucleotide maps, but is a far simpler technique
that can be adapted to studies of large numbers of
poliovirus strains.

These techniques have been applied particularly to
the identification of vaccine-derived strains and are
proving to be sensitive methods for strain charac-
terization. They are also of value in wider epidemio-
logical studies and eventually reveal biochemical
markers for neurovirulence.

STABILITY OF MARKER CHARACTERISTICS

On prolonged poliovirus excretion in vaccinated
subjects, changes may occur in the biological, anti-
genic, and biochemical characteristics of excreted
viruses. Although the changes in biological charac-
teristics (rct marker, neurovirulence for monkeys) are
well documented and frequent (2), changes in
antigenic and biochemical characteristics have now
been clearly established (A. L. van Wesel& P. Minor,
unpublished observations, 1980). However, there
have been insufficient studies to indicate the fre-
quency of such changes and the circumstances favour-
ing them, and additional information on the genetic
stability of polioviruses during replication and
transmission in man should be sought.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The studies that are already taking place using the
serological and biochemical techniques should be con-
tinued and extended to other viruses including polio-
virus type 2 strains.

Certain old-established laboratory strains of polio-
virus, such as Mahoney, MEF, and Saukett strains of
type 1, 2, and 3 polioviruses, should no longer be
included in the study because of their prolonged
laboratory passage and, in some cases, uncertain
passage histories. The strains that should be studied
include representative isolates of all three types
obtained before the use of live attenuated vaccine,
strains from vaccine associated cases, and recently
isolated strains not associated with the use of vaccine.

It is proposed to hold a further meeting in 1980 to
discuss further developments in the collaborative
investigations now in progress.

* *
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